Abnormal cervical cancer screening results in OBGYN clinics: differences in follow-up
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Abstract

Context: Cervical cancer screening is the primary tool for cervical cancer detection, and prevention. There are minimal safety nets in place at our institution to track screenings that are delinquent in nature.

Aims: Evaluate abnormal cervical cancer screening follow-up in an outpatient Obstetrics and Gynecology (OBGYN) clinic to determine factors associated with recidivism rates.

Methods: A retrospective analysis of the abnormal cervical cancer screening follow-up of patients between postgraduate-staffed OBGYN clinics, and faculty-staffed OBGYN clinics in an outpatient facility setting was conducted. Evaluation included all cervical cancer screenings conducted on women aged ≥21 years during a two-year academic period. To determine differences by provider type, chi-square tests, and t-tests were conducted.

Results: Of the 4,158 cervical cancer screenings performed, 17.6% were abnormal. Patients in postgraduate clinics were younger than in faculty clinics (34 vs 38 years, \( P<0.0001 \)), and were less likely to return for follow-up (62.5% vs 79.7%, \( P<0.0001 \)). More abnormal test results were ordered, and reviewed by the same person in attending clinics than postgraduate clinics (90.1% vs 43.1%, \( P<0.001 \)). Among patients with an abnormal result, 53.0% in faculty clinics were established patients, compared to 24.3% of postgraduate clinic patients (\( P<0.0001 \)).

Conclusions: Irrespective of provider type (postgraduate or faculty), established patients are more likely to follow up after an abnormal cervical cancer screening than first-time patients. Endeavors will be put towards creating a tool for first-time patients to help improve awareness of the importance, and the process of, cervical cancer screenings in our clinics.

Introduction

Cervical cancer screening is the primary tool for cervical cancer detection, and prevention. Screenings at our health system are regularly performed in our Obstetrics and Gynecology department. There are minimal safety nets in place to track cervical cancer screenings that are delinquent in nature.

We strive to ensure the highest compliance with cervical cancer screening protocols, yet we lack data regarding which patients are most at risk for being lost to follow-up. The study goal was to identify patients least likely to follow-up, and aim to develop a targeted recall system to reduce our institutions cervical cancer screening recidivism rate.

Methods

Our objective was to evaluate abnormal cervical cancer screening follow-up in outpatient Obstetrics, and Gynecology (OBGYN) clinics to determine factors associated with recidivism rates. To evaluate this objective, we performed a retrospective chart review, of all patients with cervical cancer screenings performed at our health system’s OBGYN clinics by postgraduates, and faculty providers who were practicing for the entire two-year period during the 2013-2015 clinical years. We did this to ensure that continuity of care over the course of the year was possible with each provider, as well as to capture a time frame in which our Electronic Medical Record (EMR) was in use. Our null hypothesis was that postgraduate clinic patients were less likely to return for care compared to faculty clinic patients.

We included all cervical cancer screenings performed by these providers on patients over the age of 21. Women were excluded for any of the following: their initial screening was not performed at our health system’s laboratory (these were patients who had screenings performed at outside laboratories, and presented to our clinic for review of results), or was performed inpatient, in the high-risk obstetrics clinic, the urogynecology clinic, the reproductive endocrinology, and infertility clinic, or the gynecologic oncology clinic.

Data was grouped by provider type: postgraduate versus faculty clinic. Basic demographics, patient characteristics, abnormal screening results, and follow-up information were collected.
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To determine differences by provider type, chi-square tests, and t-tests were conducted.

**Results**

Overall, 4,158 cervical cancer screenings were performed in the 2013-2015 clinical years. Of these, 17.6% were abnormal. A breakdown of the cervical cancer screening results which met initial criteria showed 3,428 of them were normal, so we did not proceed with further evaluation. Seven hundred and thirty, or 17.6% were abnormal; we screened these further (Figure 1). Of the abnormal cervical screenings, roughly three quarters, or 561, were resulted from faculty clinics and one-quarter, or 144, were from postgraduate clinics.

Due to 2013 being in the early adaptation period of our EMR, there was found to be limited to no clinic documentation on some patients. Because of this, there were 3.4% or 25 abnormal results which could not be linked to a specific type of provider. In the faculty clinic, 79.7% returned for follow-up, 16.0% did not and 4.3% were unknown due to charting ambiguity in the EMR. In the postgraduate clinics, 62.5% returned for follow-up, 32.0% did not, and 5.5% were unknown due to charting ambiguity in the EMR.

Table 1 shows some basic demographics regarding the patients who had abnormal pap smears. Of note, postgraduate patients tended to be younger, and were more likely to be a new patient to the provider. More abnormal test results were ordered and reviewed by the same person in attending clinics than postgraduate clinics (90.1% vs 43.1%, P<0.001). There were no differences in the rates between those who were new to the OB Gyn clinics, new to the institution as a whole, or rates of patients with histories of abnormal cervical cancer screenings.

Figure 2 shows the percent of patients who return for follow-up in a clinic juxtaposed against the percent of patients who are pre-established for this clinic. Faculty clinic has a higher percentage of pre-established patients as well as a higher follow-up rate.

Within the cohort of abnormal pap smears for all participants, those who were new to the provider were less likely to follow-up compared to those who were established (only 74.8% of new patients returned for follow-up compared to 85.6% of established patients P<0.001). This held true for patients who were new to the obstetrics, and gynecology clinic as a whole with abnormal pap smears as well (only 74.5% of new patients to the clinic compared to 83.7% of established patients P=0.003). When stratified by attending, and postgraduate clinics this held true for attending patients but not postgraduate patients.

When compared to faculty clinic patients, those in postgraduate clinics were less likely to follow-up after an abnormal screening (79.7%
in the postgraduate clinic compared to 62.5% in faculty clinics (p<0.001) which was a statistically significant finding. Faculty clinic patients were also twice as likely to be established (52.9% versus 24.3%) which was also a statistically significant finding.

**Discussion**

Cervical cancer is still a prevalent disease for women. There American Cancer Society estimated approximately 12,000 new cases of cervical cancer in 2015 in the United States. When the cervical cancer screening was invented in the 1920s by Georgios Papanikolaou, and Aurel Babes it was a turning point in the field of early diagnosis, and treatment of cervical pathology. The mortality rate has decreased by more than 50% secondary to screening techniques but was still quoted at 2.3 per 100,000 women in 2011 in the United States (USA) [1]. However, these rates are purportedly underestimated. New literature supports that data which excludes patients who have undergone hysterectomies (and thus only includes those with cervixes and are still at risk) shows the rates of 10.1 per 100,000 black women and 4.7 per 100,000 white women in the USA [2].

The American Society for Colposcopy, and Cervical Pathology (ASCCP) came out with the latest guidelines in 2012 that have described expectations for the screening of cervical cancer, and the management of abnormal results [3]. However, in 2016 the American Cancer Society, and Gynecology (ACOG) published a bulletin noting that approximately 60% of cervical cancer diagnosis are a result of inadequate screening [1]. A large meta-analysis of studies which reviewed screening patterns performed on patients who ultimately were diagnosed with cervical cancer found that 11.9% of them failed to follow up after an abnormal screening was resulted [4]. Improvements in these screening programs are difficult in training settings where continuity of care may be an issue.

Historically our clinic has followed the model which most USA clinics use, which has been to rely upon patients to schedule the follow up; but research has shown that this is not an effective model. One large Swedish study evaluated the success of various recall methods including invitation letters, reminders, and phone calls. They noted that a combination of the above methods improved follow-up compared to any method in isolation, especially when all three were employed. This suggests that there is a benefit to creating multiple layers of reminders for the patients in our clinic [5]. Another study noted that having blanket reminder systems for all cohorts would sometimes have negative effects on those who did not require it, thus suggesting that targeting reminders to those who needed it most could have a better benefit [6].

In an effort to improve outcomes at other sites, multiple studies have evaluated various call, and recall models to improve screening compliance including phone calls, letters and automated reminders in EMR. While no one method has proven superior, we look to these for guidance on how we might approach our own clinic [6-8]. We recognize that as in many clinics the ability to change scheduling templates can be difficult to overcome, and having alternative resources to capture patients who are likely to fall through the cracks are needed. Given that the new patients in our study cohort appear to be most at risk of failure to follow up we look to targeted improvements aimed at that particular population.

Strengths of this report were the large cohort, thorough documentation for a majority of patients and a diverse patient body. Weaknesses of this report include its retrospective set up, the dilution of provider specific information due to the sheer number of providers present during the study period, and the inability to garner a large sample as the years prior did not take advantage of electronic medical records. Another weakness is the lack of data on demographics, and follow-up outcomes of patients with normal pap smears. Due to a large number of pap smears performed during the study time period, this was deemed infeasible for our study team. Given this, we were not able to compare overall traits of patients within the clinics we studied but only demographics, and comparative outcomes within the abnormal population.

Overall, this study looked to decipher explicit groups within our diverse patient body to target improvement in their recall rates. We did find that postgraduate clinic patients had higher recidivism rates, but that this held true more for new patients than return patients, even those who were treated by multiple providers. While other clinics may have different demographics of patients who fail to return for follow-up it is important to note that our clinic is fairly diverse, and serves a wide array of patients across private faculty clinics and postgraduate run clinics. Across all of these demographics, we found that patients who were presenting for the first time were more likely to fail to return for follow up of abnormal pap smears, suggesting that a diverse array of clinics may benefit from this information as we included both private faculty patients as well as postgraduate clinic patients.
Conclusion

In conclusion, our clinic data suggests that established patients are more likely to follow up after an abnormal cervical cancer screening than first-time patients, and that this is seen irrespective of the type of provider (postgraduate or faculty). Targeting first-time patients is thus seen as an important step in reducing recidivism in the clinic. Future endeavors will be put towards creating a tool for first-time patients to help improve awareness of the importance, and process of, cervical cancer screenings in our ObGyns clinic.
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